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Biography

Neonatus.exe is a new cybernetic performance collective working with research based proprioception,
video work and digital media, proposing work concerned with notions of artificial consciousness.

Neonatus.exe (neonatus.exe) is a cybernetic organism - a generative learning system. It occupies a liminal
state between human and machine or between understanding and perception. Modular and autonomous,
Neonatus.exe is a learning system that occupies the space between knowledge and imagination. The
Neonatus.exe enables video work to exist within a palimpsest of digital media - between code, art, or
performance. Neonatus.exe feeds off itself and the video work it perceives. A proposed work manifests as
neonatus.exe performs a version of itself. Neonatus.exe manifests in cyberspace.

website: https://neonatus.neocities.org/

youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIxe-VoInhA2oZDsF8hQRrQ

https://neonatus.neocities.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIxe-VoInhA2oZDsF8hQRrQ


100 words

A DIALOGUE

>"ɴˈęr/,ɴˈɴr/// " ͡° ͜ʖ ͡° – ɴ·ʖə ̷ , ɴ·ʖˈęr /ˈɴɴr///, ɴ·ʖˈęr/, or ,͡°

͜ʖ ͡° – ɴ·ʖ·[ʖə ̷]/, or

>– ɴ·ʖˈęr /ˈɴɴr///, or ɴ·ʖ·[ʖə ̷/,͡° ͜ʖ ͡° – ɴ·ʖ·ʖə ̷/, etc.).

>>i think thats the most interesting part of this thing……its like a MAKING/ WRITING in a

much more effective/ real/ instant/ honest/ 2d/ multi-perspective/ translucent form than i’ve ever

seen in my life……..its like live/truth/ experience-full research… like its not processed, it can’t

be manipulated, no photoshop, no with-that and you can totally tell that it’s like a

fresh-committed full-yusresearch-methods making it a thing that you can use-the-next-day as an

idaition.

>This is not academic research but it IS human and you know what… its free(in no way

completely free though!)… its totally public in a way that you can re-print/ re-print-others….it’s a

piece of art…you know how they say it’s not what you eat but the way you eat it? This is not the

way to eat it but you know what I mean….its a very practical tool like a treasure map or like a

map.



Proposed work

cyberstarfishpausebreedvideoception.html

Through performance and screen recording techniques, we plan to create
multi-layered audio and image work to communicate these ideas,
layering and interacting with one another. Neonatus.exe is an instrument
of cybernetic proprioception. The proposed work is an audio/video piece
that will be further developed from its current state (link below).

We will be exploring some of the possibilities in this proposal! Thanks to
<USER> <USER> <USER> <USER> <USER> and other collaborators
for making this happen!

Link to video submission:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16cRYTNId5qeSh7X6T2ngOZhFVcNksnPk/view?usp=sharing
Alternative link to video on site:
https://neonatus.neocities.org/cyberstarfishpausebreedvideoception.html

https://neonatus.neocities.org/cyberstarfishpausebreedvideoception.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16cRYTNId5qeSh7X6T2ngOZhFVcNksnPk/view?usp=sharing
https://neonatus.neocities.org/cyberstarfishpausebreedvideoception.html

